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Abstract:   This paper presents a novel movement planning algorithm for a guard robot in an indoor environment, imitating the job of
human security. A movement planner is employed by the guard robot to continuously observe a certain person. This problem can be dis-
tinguished from the person following problem which continuously follows the object. Instead, the movement planner aims to reduce the
movement and the energy while keeping the target person under its visibility. The proposed algorithm exploits the topological features
of the environment to obtain a set of viewpoint candidates, and it is then optimized by a cost-based set covering problem. Both the ro-
bot and the target person are modeled using geodesic motion model which considers the environment shape. Subsequently, a particle
model-based planner is employed, considering the chance constraints over the robot visibility, to choose an optimal action for the robot.
Simulation results using 3D simulator and experiments on a real environment are provided to show the feasibility and effectiveness of
our algorithm.
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1   Introduction

Recently,  robotic  technologies  have  taken  a  forward

leap  and  currently  they  are  greatly  demanded  in  many

applications.  Its  utilization  is  broad,  ranging  from  home

appliances to  industrial  sectors.  There  are  couples  of  ra-

tionale  behind  the  expansion  of  the  robots;  to  alleviate

the human's jobs, to substitute the human on hazardous

works,  or  to  exploit  its  precision for  some specific  tasks.

When a robot is required to replace or to support the hu-

man in a certain task, it implies that the robot needs to

imitate,  fully  or  partially,  what  the  human  workers  do.

This imitation can be in the form of actions, procedures,

or even the human thinking perspective to finish the job.

With regards  to  such  problem,  here  we  present  one  ex-

ample of the task which a robotic framework is expected

to perform, as described by the following problem setting.

Let us  imagine  an  indoor  environment  such  as  mu-

seum, office, gallery, or exhibition room. Suppose there is

a very important person (VIP, e.g., minister, chief, or of-

ficer) visiting the museum and is to be guarded. Ordinar-

ily, a group of guardians (or so-called “securities”) are as-

signed to do the guarding job.  The most important task

of these  guardians  is  to  watch  over  the  VIP for  the  en-

tire time, yet they should not disturb and restrict his/her

mobility. Additional duties may be added as well, such as

documenting the overall activities of the VIP.

Now we aim to substitute the human guardians with

the  robotic  platform.  The  task  imitation  for  the  above

case is straightforward, the robot should mimic the beha-

vior of the human guardians. Nevertheless, several consid-

erations need to be contemplated:

1)  The  number  of  robots  used  for  guarding  the  VIP

eventually becomes one important factor, if the cost is re-

stricted.

2)  The  robot  has  limitation  on  the  battery  capacity,

affecting its working time duration.

3) If documenting the activity of the VIP is included

as the robot task, it is preferable to highly reduce the ro-

bot's instability (e.g.,  due to its excessive movement), to

acquire a less-noise video or image.

4) The robot should be non-intrusive, i.e., it must not

disrupt and alter the current activity of the VIP.

Considering the above restrictions, we propose a nov-

el planning algorithm for a single guard robot to imitate

the  job  of  the  human  guardians.  Since  the  robot  price

tends to be very expensive, here we emphasize on the use

of single robot for guarding purpose as indicated by point

1) in the above consideration. The robot task is then min-

imally rephrased as follows:

“The guard  robot  should  maintain  the  visibility  to-

wards the target person while minimizing its movement.”

The term “minimizing its movement” is raised, basic-
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ally for  tackling the problems specified by points 2) and

3). By minimizing the robot movement, we expect to re-

duce the energy which may lead to  a  longer  duration of

the robot working time. It also means the robot tends to

be in an idle condition. As the result, a less-noise video of

the  target  person (when documentation is  intended)  can

be obtained due to the stability improvement.

Based on the above expectations, our main idea is to

make  the  robot  move  only  when  it  is  needed,  i.e.,

whenever the target is predicted to leave the robot's field-

of-view, and mostly stay at a certain location which holds

a wide view. We then introduce viewpoint terminology in

our proposed  guard  robot  planner.  The  viewpoint  is  de-

scribed  as  a  point  from  which  the  idle  robot  can  safely

and steadily watch over the target person for a long time.

The viewpoints  are  utilized  to  assist  the  action plan-

ning  processes.  Our  strategy  is  to  move  the  robot  from

one  viewpoint  to  another.  By  exploiting  the  viewpoints,

we  expect  to  reduce  the  search  spaces  of  the  robot.  We

also  introduce  a  concept  of  escaping  gaps  to  lessen  the

target person prediction space, which makes the guard ro-

bot problem become more tractable. Using this approach,

the robot  will  not  disturb  the  target  person  since  it  at-

tempts to “see from a distance”,  granting the considera-

tion described by point 4) above.

1.1   Related works

1.1.1   Art gallery problem

For  the  matter  of  guarding  an  indoor  environment,

the art gallery problem (AGP) is related to our proposed

guard robot. AGP is defined as the problem of discover-

ing a minimum number of guards, typically in the form of

sensors  or  cameras,  such  that  they  cover  all  interiors  of

the environment.  The AGP has been widely studied,  es-

pecially  by  computational  geometry  communities  (e.g.,

[1–4]).

The  use  of  viewpoints  in  our  proposed  approach  can

be  perceived  as  another  form  of  AGP.  In  conjunction

with the  planner,  our  proposed  algorithm  creates  a  dy-

namic version of AGP, with a single robot be in charge of

guarding the  entire  environment  by  visiting  the  view-

points as needed. Contrarily, the original AGP statically

puts a set of guards for the same purposes.
1.1.2   Pursuit-evasion

The  classical  pursuit-evasion  problem  aims  to  make

the pursuer(s) capture the escaping evader(s). This prob-

lem is  also  highly  addressed  by  a  vast  number  of  re-

searches,  e.g.,  [5–9].  Naturally,  one  may  guess  that  our

guard robot is a variant of pursuit-evasion problem where

the  evader  (target  person)  does  not  try  to  escape.  One

notable  thing  is  that  in  our  guard  robot  problem,  the

game does not necessarily end when the target is already

“captured”. Instead,  the robot will  continuously and op-

timally act to cover the target until it leaves the environ-

ment.

1.1.3   Watchman route problem

This problem aims to plan the shortest route on which

a  robot  or  watchman  can  inspect  every  point  inside  a

polygon.  The  watchman  route  problem  (WRP)  is  also

popular  among  the  robotic  and  computational  geometry

researchers, e.g., [10–13]. At a glance, our proposed prob-

lem resembles  the  classical  WRP,  except  that  the  guard

robot has a target to be “followed” and its additional ob-

jective is to minimize the movement.
1.1.4   Person following robot

The  most  closely  related  works  to  our  guard  robot

problem is  the  person  following  robot,  which  has  a  long

history  in  the  robotic  researches  (e.g.,  [14–17]). This  al-

gorithm is also suitable for solving the proposed problem.

The main  difference  is  that  the  person  following  al-

gorithm continuously  makes  the  robot  move  and  at-

tempts to be within a certain distance towards the target.

In  contrast,  our  approach versatilely  tries  to  understand

the  environmental  topology  and  the  robot  only  moves

when it  is  necessary  to  keep the  target  person under  its

vicinity. By this strategy, it is expected to reduce the en-

ergy used by the robot.

1.2   Our contributions

Our contributions  mainly  concern  with  the  introduc-

tion  of  a  novel  framework  and  the  cooperation  between

the  topological  viewpoints  and  an  on-line  planning

strategy  for  solving  the  guard  robot  problem.  It  is  also

worth to note that we are raising a distinctively new vari-

ant  of  robotic  problem,  compared  with  the  previously

mentioned  related  works.  This  new  task  includes  the

problem  of  keeping  a  target  under  the  robot  visibility

while reducing its movement.

The  guard  robot  task  poses  a  distinctive  challenge.

Unlike the camera placement problem where the switch-

ing between cameras can be done instantly, the guard ro-

bot has a "time delay" for navigating between two points.

It enforces the guard robot to have a bound from which it

guarantees  that  the  target  is  always  under  the  robot

sight. It should be noted that the robot is non-holonomic

which imposes another difficulty as explained in [18, 19],

and the cooperation is not an option since we use only a

single  robot,  unlike  the  one  in  [20]. Nevertheless,  apply-

ing the plannning strategy for the multi robot cases is in-

deed  a  promising  research  direction.  Interested  readers

are directed to see the works in [21–23] for such problems.

It is highlighted that this paper extends our previous

work[24]. In  this  paper,  we  provide  two  significant  en-

hancements;  we  improve  the  viewpoint  selection  method

via  cost-based  set  covering  problem,  and  introduce  a

particle-based  stochastic  predictive  method  to  establish

the global planner for the guard robot.

1.3   Text organization

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. A math-
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ematical  definition  of  our  guard  robot  is  presented  in

Section  2.  Section  3  describes  the  concept  of  viewpoints

and escaping gaps utilized in our approach, as well as the

strategy for simplifying the guard robot problem. Section

4 explains the extraction of viewpoints by utilizing the to-

pological features.  Section  5  describes  the  geodesic  mo-

tion model for both the robot and the target person. Sub-

sequently, the planning method applied to the guard ro-

bot problem is elaborated in Section 6. The proposed ap-

proach is then verified on various experiments in Section

7. In the end, the conclusion and future directions of this

work are provided.

2   Problem definition

Q = {Qf ,Qn}
⊆ Rm m ≥ 2

Qf Qn

{qrt , qht } ∈ Q
t

∮
B(qrt )

Consider  a  typical  indoor  workspace 

, ,  constrained  by  walls  and  possibly

obstacles.  and  are respectively perceived as “pass-

able”  and  “non-passable”  regions  for  the  robot.  Let

 denote the robot and the target person state

at a certain time . The robot is equipped with sensors to

sweep  the  free  space,  creating  a  continuous  boundary

which depicts the “visible” area for the robot, denoted by

. The  guard  robot  problem  is  subsequently  de-

scribed by the following mathematical expression:

Min
∫ ∞

0

∣∣∣∣∂(qrt )∂t

∣∣∣∣dt (1)

s.t.
∮
B(qrt )

∩
qht q

r
t = ∅ (2)

{qrt , qht } ∈ Qf (3)

qht q
r
t qht qrtwhere  denotes a straight line connecting  and .

qht

The  above  expression  implies  we  attempt  to  reduce

the total  movement  of  the  robot,  indicated  by  summa-

tion  of  the  first  order  derivative  of  the  robot  state  over

time in (1), while the main constraint is to keep the tar-

get  within  the  visibility  boundary  of  the  robot  (see

(2)).  Obviously,  the  robot  state's derivative  can  be  ap-

proximated by discrete-time dynamic model

∂(qrt )

∂t
≈ f(ut, ϵt) : q

r
t 7→ qrt+1, t ∈ [0,∞] (4)

ut ∈ U ϵtwhere  is  the  control  input  and  denotes  the

uncertainty.  Hence,  (1)  gives  an implication that  we are

minimizing controls applied to the robot.

The  analytical  solution  of  the  above  optimization

problem is challenging due to the following reasons:

qht
t > 0 t = 0

1) The future information of the target state  is not

available at , assuming  is the current state, un-

less it is carefully modeled according to the environment

(still, the uncertainty will be large).

2) The robot states, dynamics, and sensors may incor-

porate the uncertainty too.

qrt

3) Since the visibility boundary of the robot is unique

for each state , it means the optimization should exam-

ine the  constraint  over  a  huge  space  of  all  probable  fu-

ture states of both the robot and the target person.

4) The robot space of interest is very large too, where-

as  the  entire  workspace  could  become  a  destination  for

the robot to move, as long as it satisfies the visibility con-

straint.

3   Simplifying the guard robot problem

As mentioned above, the guard robot problem encoun-

ters some challenges. In a nutshell,  those problems are a

very  large  robot  goal  space  and  the  future  information

uncertainty of  the robot  and the target  person.  Here  we

contemplate  to  ease  those  challenges  using  the  following

approaches.

3.1   Polygonal representation of the envir-
onment

Q = {Qf ,Qn}

Q

We aim to  relax  the  workspace  into  a

simpler  2D  planar  polygonal  form,  as  the  environment

map tends to have a complex shape. A set of procedures

for  simplifying  is  then implemented (similar  steps can

be found in [24]), as follows:

I(q)
q ∈ Q

1) Binarization.  A  binary  map  is  obtained  by

mapping each state  as

I(q) =
{
1, for ∀q ∈ Qf

0, otherwise. (5)

2) Smoothing. For reducing noises in the map, mor-

phological  operations  are  performed,  using  opening  and

closing operators.

I(q)∮
Bouter k

∮
Bhole

k

3) Contour extraction. An algorithm introduced by

Suzuki and Abe[25] is subsequently engaged to extract the

contour from the binary map , yielding an outer con-

tour  and  (possibly) -inner  contours .

Both are a set of closed segment chains.

∮
Bouter

∮
Bhole

k

P δP k

δHk k

P p

4) Line segments simplification.  Finally, Douglas-

Pecker  algorithm[26] is  used  for  simplifying  the  contours

 and .  It  produces  a  closed,  connected

polygon  with  the  outer  boundary  and -inner

boundaries  where  denotes the number of holes1 in-

side . A point  satisfying

{p ∈ {P ∩ ¬(
k∪
Hk)}} (6)

P
p ∈ P p

q ∈ Q p

q ∈ P p ∈ P

is called the interior point of .  From now, (6) becomes

 to  describe  the  interior  point ,  for  the  sake  of

simplicity. The state  is also interchangeable with 

such that  has the same meaning as .

1A  geometrical  term  to  define  a  closed  polygon  which  is  not

connected to the exterior boundary.
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Fig. 1 shows  the  instance  of  simplified  map  created

from  the  original  environment.  The  white  area  in

Fig. 1 (c) represents the free space for the robot and tar-

get person to move.

3.2   Visibility polygon

Visibility polygon  becomes  one  of  fundamental  prob-

lems in our guard robot, since we deal with the visibility

constraint  of  the  target  person  towards  the  robot.  The

visibility polygon of a point is given by Definition 1.

q P
s ∈ P q qs ⊂ P

qs

Definition  1. Let  be  a  point  inside ,  another

point  is considered visible from  if , where

 is a line segment.

V(q)The visibility polygon  is then defined as

V(q) = {∀s ∈ P | qs ⊂ P}. (7)

3.3   Concept of viewpoints for reducing the
robot goal space

Let  us  take  a  look  of Fig. 2.  When  static  guards  are

used (e.g.,  cameras),  the  art  gallery  problem (AGP) can

be adopted  for  solving  the  target  person  visibility  prob-

lem.  By  a  finite  number  of  cameras,  the  AGP  holds  a

guarantee  to  cover  the  entire  building.  Thereafter,  to

watch  over  a  person  inside  it,  one  can  easily  switch  his

attention  to  the  camera  on  which  the  person  is  visible.

Fig. 2 portrays the camera switching process when a per-

son  moves  from  A  to  B.  This  also  applies  to  all  other

cameras.

By substituting each camera with a virtual  point,  let

us imagine a robot is used to “see” the same person. The

camera switching  process  now  becomes  the  robot  move-

ment from the virtual point 1 to 2, to hold the same vis-

ibility  towards  the  person.  These  virtual  points  are

named viewpoints.  The  guard  robot  problem  sub-

sequently becomes  the  problem  of  determining  the  feas-

ible viewpoint for the robot to watch over the target per-

son.

V = {v1, v2, · · · , vn}

The main point of the above illustration is, we basic-

ally expect to reduce the large goal space of the guard ro-

bot  into  a  small  set  of  viewpoints ,

which hold the same visibility guarantee towards the tar-

get person.  This  property  becomes  the  basis  of  our  pro-

posed approach for the guard robot problem.

3.4   Concept of escaping gaps

As we restrict our problem to an indoor environment,

we can exploit the fact that the person movement should

not violate  the  environment  restrictions,  e.g.,  walls.  Ac-

cordingly,  the  possible  scenarios  for  the  robot  to  lose  its

visibility  towards  the  target  are  when  the  target  passes

escapinggaps.

Escaping  gaps  are  described  as  a  set  of  locations  at

which the target may vanish from the robot's view. This

idea is  similar  to  the  popular  term frontiers  for  explora-

tion of an unknown space (e.g., [5]).

δP
P q P δV(qrt )

G

Definition  2. Recall  as boundary  of  the  work-

space polygon  and  is a point inside . Let  de-

note  boundary  of  the  visibility  polygon  of  the  robot  at

current time. The escaping gaps  are then defined as

G =
{
∀q|q ∈

(
δV(qrt )

∩
¬δP

)}
. (8)

G

G
dg dg = 0.25

Fig. 3 visually  describes  (8).  The  blue  line  in Fig. 3
represents escaping gaps which lie  on the visibility poly-

gon but do not lie on the workspace boundary. Typically,

the escaping gaps  are  in the form of  a  set  of  lines,  as

shown in Fig. 3.  These  lines  are  subsequently  discretized

into a set of points, such that every point in  is separ-

ated by a minimum distance  (currently,  m).

∀ψ ∈ Ψ

δP

While the viewpoints are important for simplifying the

goal space for the robot, the escaping gaps are indispens-

able for relaxing the visibility constraint and the predic-

tion  space  of  the  target  person.  Let  be all  pos-

sible future paths which can be taken by the target per-

son  bounded  by .  The  path  space  is  possibly  infinite

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
 
Fig. 1     Simplifying environment map: (a) Original environment;
(b) Map  from  simultaneous  localization  and mapping  (SLAM)
algorithm; (c) Binarized map; (d) Extracted polygon.
 

 

A

1 2

B
Person

Camera

 
Fig. 2     Illustration of camera switching to keep the target under
visibility.  When  the  person  moves  from  A  until  the  blue  line
(camera 1 visibility), camera 1 does the “watching” task over the
person. The “watching” task is then taken over by camera 2 from
the  blue  line  until  the  person  reaches B. Color  versions  of  the
figures in this paper are available online.
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Ψmodel ⊂ Ψ

Ψg ⊂ Ψ,∀g ∈ G
Ψ

Ψg Ψg ∩Ψmodel

unless  it  is  well  modeled,  denoted  by .  Let

 be the target person paths towards escap-

ing  gaps.  Since  is  bounded,  the  only  possible  paths

breaking the visibility constraint are , or, 

when the model is used.

There  are  two  possible  outcomes  when  the  model  is

used:

(Ψg ∩Ψmodel) ⊆ Ψg1) , which is basically the path in-

side the model leading to escaping gaps.

(Ψg ∩Ψmodel) = ∅
V(qr0)

2) ,  which  means  the  target  person

path never leaves .

ΨgSubsequently, it is enough to generalize  as the pos-

sible paths breaking the visibility constraint. We are then

able to raise Definition 3.

qht δP
qh0 ∈ V(qr0)

V(qr0)
G

Definition 3. Under  the  assumption  that  the  target

person  cannot  pass  through  and it  is  initially  in-

side  the  robot  visibility  ( ),  any  future  action

taken by the target person is guaranteed under visibility

of the stationary guard robot , except for the worst-

case scenarios, i.e., it is leaving through escaping gaps .

Definition 3 gives the following consequences:

1)  It  implies  we can set  our  focus  only  on predicting

the worst-case scenarios  instead of  making a very accur-

ate  model  for  the  target  movement,  to  keep  the  target

visible to the robot.  Hence, we only need to have a reli-

able prediction of those worst-case conditions.

2) The robot does not need to take any action unless

the target is predicted to leave the visibility scope via es-

caping  gaps.  This  behavior  directly  fulfills  our  purpose,

i.e., to reduce the robot movement.

Now, we have already reduced the prediction space of

the target  person,  and  the  rest  is  to  predict  its  move-

ment  towards  escaping  gaps.  However,  carrying  out  a

long  prediction  of  the  human  future  movement  is  error-

prone.  Moreover,  there  is  no  guarantee  that  the  target

person  always  has  an  intention  to  go  through  escaping

gaps. Hence, we update the target movement in an iterat-

ive fashion to obtain a reliable prediction.

ut = 0

The robot can taken action accordingly based on the

above prediction of the worst-case conditions. In connec-

tion with the concept of viewpoints, the robot actions are

either to go to a viewpoint which covers the possible es-

caping  gap  efficiently,  or,  to  stay  in  the  current  robot

states (e.g., by making , which is preferable) if the

target  is  predicted  to  never  pass  through  the  escaping

gaps.

3.5   Proposed framework for the guard ro-
bot

Using  the  above  concepts,  we  re-establish  the  guard

robot problem as follows:

min
∑

ut, t ∈ [0,∞] (9)

s.t. {qht ∈ ψg} ∈ V(qrt ∈ ψr) (10)

ψr ≃ f(u, ϵ) : [qr0 , v] 7→ Rm (11)

∀ψg ∈ Ψg (12)

∀v ∈ {qr0 ,V} (13)

{qrt , qht } ∈ P. (14)

ut

ψg

t f(·)

v ψr

qr0 ut = 0

The  above  formulation  principally  tells  the  robot  to

choose the viewpoint destination which minimizes the fu-

ture control  (see (9)) and always holds the target vis-

ibility  towards  the  robot  (see  (10)).  The  constraint  in

(10) indicates that each state of the person staying on its

path towards the escaping gap  (see (12)) must be vis-

ible  from  the  robot  at  anytime .  Function  in  (11)

represents the robot kinematic model for moving to view-

point ,  parameterizing  the  robot  path ,  in  order  to

keep track and encounter the targeted person as sugges-

ted  by  (10).  Equation  (13)  gives  the  robot  a  choice  to

stay  at  the  current  state  (i.e., )  when  it  is

deemed  the  target  will  never  leave  the  robot  visibility

(e.g., the environment is completely convex or the target

does not move at all).

We  then  propose  a  framework  for  solving  the  guard

robot problem by dividing it into two stages: off-line and

on-line stages. In the off-line stage, we examine the envir-

onment to get viewpoints. We then use those viewpoints

to make action plans for the robot real-time, according to

the current prediction of the robot and the target states.

Fig. 4 shows our  proposed  framework.  Section  4  will  de-

scribe the detail of viewpoint extraction and how the ac-

tion plans are executed in response to the predicted tar-

get movement.

4   Determining viewpoints for the guard
robot

We  basically  exploit  topology  of  the  environment  to

obtain the  viewpoints.  Here,  human  reasoning  and  intu-

itions  are  imitated.  Intuitively,  topological  features  like

the intersection is deemed as a place where one can stay

for  a  long  time  to  take  the  video  since  it  covers  a  wide

area  (i.e.,  the  intersection  connects  several  corridors  or

hall way). Contrarily, the corner of a room does not have

such  benefit  like  the  intersection,  but  it  may  encounter

 

 
Fig. 3     Escaping  gaps  representation,  denoted  by  blue  lines.
Together with the red lines, it forms the visibility polygon of the
robot (marked by the red cross)
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some  details  of  the  room.  By  considering  such  features,

we expect to get a set of viewpoints which is suitable for

our guard robot problem.

4.1   Viewpoint candidates from topological
features

For obtaining viewpoints, we first extract the possible

location  of  the  viewpoints  using  the  human  intuition  as

mentioned above. Here the topological features of the en-

vironment are adopted and selected as the candidates, as

follows:

1) Vertex  viewpoints. The  polygon  vertices  are

among  the  important  features  in  a  polygon,  which  are

also  employed  by  the  Art  Gallery  Problem,  such  as  [2]

and  [4].  In  reality,  a  vertex  of  a  polygon  represents  a

corner of a room on which an observer (e.g., guard robot)

may be placed. To obtain the vertex viewpoints, all poly-

gon vertices  are  simply  taken out,  including  its  holes  (if

any). It should be noted that the actual placement of the

guard  robot  on  these  vertex  viewpoints  should  consider

the  distance  towards  the  wall,  as  will  be  later  explained

in the viewpoints optimization section.

2) Skeleton viewpoints. As described above, an in-

tersection  of  corridors  in  a  building  may  grant  wider

view, compared with the wall or the corner of the room.

It leads us to deliberate the topological  shape of  the en-

vironment for the considered guard robot problem. There-

fore, a skeletonization technique for capturing topology of

the polygon is utilized.

D

For acquiring the skeleton vertices, a skeleton map is

initially  constructed  using  the  Laplacian  of  distance

transform  technique[24].  We  build  a  distance  transform

map  (Fig. 5(a)) given by

D(q) =
{
∥q − q′∥, for q ∈ P, q′ ∈ {δP, δHk}
0, otherwise

(15)

q′ qwhere  is the nearest non-passable point (e.g., walls) to .

D
K

A Laplacian operator is subsequently applied to , to

obtain the skeleton map , denoted by

K(q) =
m∑
i=1

∂2D
∂q2i

(16)

qi q m

Rm m = 2 K

V

where  denotes the i-axis  of  the point ,  and  is  the

dimension of  (hence, ).  is then binarized by

a threshold. The skeleton viewpoints are then derived by

extracting  all  junctions  and  endpoints  of  the  skeleton

(Fig. 5(b)). Both types of viewpoints (vertices and skeleton)

are then coalesced, yielding a set of viewpoints candidates .

4.2   Cost-based set cover problem for view-
points optimization

Optimizing the viewpoint candidates to cover the en-

tire environment becomes our next task. Since the optim-

ization of  the covering task,  e.g.,  the original  art  gallery

problem,  is  generally  considered  as  non-deterministic

polynomial  (NP)-hard[27],  here  a  hybrid  optimization  is

proposed. First,  the  coverage  problem is  transformed in-

to a set covering problem, a family of integer linear pro-

gramming.  A  heuristically  probabilistic  approach  is  then

performed for further optimization.
4.2.1   Arrangement of the viewpoint′s visibility

V
V(V) A(V)

V(V) A(V) : V(V) 7→ Fc

A(V)
fc ∈ Fc

We  first  introduce  a  prerequisite  transformation  to

bring the viewpoint optimization into a set covering prob-

lem,  that  is  the polygon arrangement.  By borrowing the

definition of the arrangement from [28], given a finite set

of  viewpoint  candidates ,  we  acquire  a  set  of  visibility

polygon .  The arrangement  is  then defined as

the subdivision of the plane created by the intersection of

all  vertices  of ,  such  that .  Each

subdivision  area  of  is  called  a  face,  denoted  by

. Fig. 6 shows  the  definition  of  the  arrangement

and face.

V(v)
fc

Inversely,  the  visibility  polygon  of  a  viewpoint 

can  be  constructed  as  a  set  of  faces  “seen”  by  the

 

Map

simplification

Viewpoint

extraction

Viewpoint

optimization

On-line

Off-line

Action plan
Geodesic

motion model

Read sensor

data

Viewpoint

optimization

 
Fig. 4     Block  diagram  of  proposed  movement  planning
algorithm      
 

 

(a) (b)
 
Fig. 5     Skeleton viewpoints extraction:  (a) Distance  transform
of  the map;  (b) Acquiring  skeleton vertices. The  circles denote
the skeleton viewpoints.
 

 

 
Fig. 6     Arrangement  of  a  set  of  viewpoints.  The  red  crosses
represent  the  viewpoint  candidates. All  edges  are  the  result  of
combining the visibility polygon of all viewpoints. The gray area
is one of the faces created by the arrangement.
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v ∈ Vviewpoint , such that

V(v) ≈ {
∪

∀fc∈Fc1

fc|Fc1 ⊂ Fc} (17)

where

Fc1 = {∀fc ∈ V(v)}. (18)

Subsequently, a definition of the polygonal coverage is

raised as follows.

P
V

Definition 4. The coverage  of  a  polygon  by a  fi-

nite  set  of  viewpoints  is guaranteed  under  circum-

stances

P =
∪

∀fc∈Fc

fc (19)

Fc V(V)where  are composed by the arrangement of .

V

V

Strictly speaking, all faces will always cover the poly-

gon as long as its composing set of viewpoints  also has

a  full  coverage.  We  accordingly  search  for  the  optimal

number of  which satisfies Definition 4.
4.2.2   Viewpoint optimization as the set covering

problem

There are two consequences given by (17) and (19) :

1)  There  may  exist  a  face  “seen”  by  more  than  one

viewpoint, or geometrically

V(v1)
∩

V(v2) ≈ Fc1

∩
Fc2 ̸= ∅, {v1, v2} ∈ V. (20)

It simply means some viewpoints may cover the same

area.

Fc

P
2) Summation of  all  faces  in  should cover the en-

tire polygon , in order to comply with Definition 4.

V
A(V)

It leads to the problem of assigning the smallest set of

viewpoints  such  that  summation  of  their  faces  in  the

 satisfies  (19).  Accordingly,  the  viewpoint  coverage

can be formulated into integer linear programming, more

precisely, a set covering problem.

M ×N A

A

Consider an  matrix , the set covering prob-

lem (SCP) is described as a problem of finding a subset of

the  columns  of  which  covers  all  rows  at  a  minimum

cost[29].  The  viewpoint  coverage  over  a  polygon  is  then

defined using the SCP formulation as

min
J∑

j=1

vjc(vj), for vj ∈ V (21)

s.t.
J∑

j=1

aijvj ≥ 1, {i = 1, · · · , I} (22)

vj ∈ {0, 1}, {j = 1, · · · , J} (23)

aij ∈ {0, 1}, aij ∈ A (24)

I Jwhere  and  respectively denote the number of faces of

the arrangement and that of the viewpoint candidates.

vj = 1

row(aij) 1 vj

P

The  above  minimization  implies  the  solution  of  the

viewpoint coverages  is  obtained  by  making  the  view-

points to be the sets used for covering and enforcing the

faces  of  the  arrangement  as  the  elements  to  be  covered.

The  viewpoint  placement  inside  the  polygon  is  modeled

by testing it using a binary condition (  if the view-

point  is  inserted  into  the  set).  Furthermore,  a  face

 is set to  if  it is seen by the viewpoint  (see

(24)). Inequality of (22) ensures that a certain row must

be covered by at least one column (i.e., a face should be

covered by at least one viewpoint). It will guarantee that

 will be fully covered.

c(vj)

c(vj)

Function  in  (21)  indicates  the  use  of  a  non-

unicost variant of  SCP.  can be any arbitrary func-

tion  which  exhibits  the  importance  of  each  viewpoint.

Consider a robot is used as the viewpoint. It is supposed

to be located not too close to the walls, to avoid a colli-

sion. This  problem  is  then  accommodated  using  a  dis-

tance function as

c(vj) = e−∥vj−δP∥. (25)

Equation (25) implies the robot is preferred to be loc-

ated far from the walls.
4.2.3   Iterative probabilistic viewpoint optimization

Algorithm 1. Iterative viewpoint optimization

Require:

V01) : initial set of guard candidates

|V0| V02) : cardinality of 

Ensure:

Vopt3) : optimized guards

V04) procedure IterGuardOpt ( )

   // Initial optimization

Vopt ← solveSCP(V05) )

U ← |Vopt|6)    /* initial upper bound */

   // The real loop starts here

(Vopt)7) faceCostMap    /* see (26) */

Vsampling ← sample(Vopt, 2|Vopt|)8)    /* see text */

V+ ← solveSCP(Vopt
∪
Vsampling)9)    /* see (21) */

|V+| > U10) If  then

Vopt = Vopt
∪
V+11) 

12) go to 8

|V+| < U13) else if  then

Vopt = V+14) 

U ← |Vopt|15) 

16) go to 7

17) else

Dhd(V+,Vopt) >18) if  threshold then   /* see (27) */

Vopt = Vopt
∪
V+19) 

20) go to 7

21) else

Vopt = V+22) 

23) break

24) end if
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25) end if

Vopt26) return 

27) end procedure

V

V

Equation  (21)  does  not  mean  the  SCP  optimization

produces the most optimal viewpoints for covering a poly-

gon. It only ensures the coverage and attains the optimal

combination among , by means of  the SCP. This mat-

ter appears  since  there  is  no  guarantee  whether  the  op-

timal viewpoints are already in .

We then come up with a strategy to cope with it. Es-

sentially,  we  make  attempt  to  reduce  the  viewpoints  by

using an iterative optimization. Here we evaluate the area

which has mutual viewpoints coverage (as pointed out by

(20))  using a probabilistic  randomized search,  alternated

by the non-unicost SCP. We aim to cut down the mutu-

al viewpoints coverage by an alternative viewpoint.

Vopt
z(fc)

fc

Let  denote the optimal set of viewpoints from the

previous  iteration  and  be the  face  cost  map  func-

tion describing the number of viewpoints which “see” the

face  and is defined by

z(fc) = |∀v ∈ V|, fc ⊂ V(v). (26)

z(fc)

Vsampling

Fc z(fc) |Vopt|

Vsampling Vopt

 is then used as a distribution function for sampling

a  set  of  auxiliary  viewpoint  candidates.  We  currently

sample the auxiliary viewpoint candidates  from

 using ,  as much as twice of .  It is  expected

that we will obtain more samples for the face covered by

more  guards.  The  SCP  algorithm  is  accordingly

performed  on  the  concatenated  and  for

obtaining  a  new  optimal  set  of  viewpoints,  and  the

process is repeated as shown by Algorithm 1.

A Hausdorff  metric  is  adopted  to  ascertain  the  stop-

ping  condition  of  the  iterative  optimization  process,

defined as

Dhd(V+,Vopt) = max {d(V+,Vopt), d(Vopt,V+)}

d(V+,Vopt) = max
v+∈V+

min
vopt∈Vopt

∥v+ − vopt∥ (27)

V+where  represent  results  of  the  current  SCP

optimization.  The  above  metric  has  a  physical  meaning

that  is  when  the  algorithm  converges,  the  viewpoint

locations are stabilized.

5   Geodesic motion model for robot and
target person movement

Since  an  indoor  environment  is  used,  a  simple  linear

motion model is not a favorable option. Under a long pre-

diction  time,  the  linear  model  most  likely  violates  the

obstacle constraints in a closed workspace. A natural way

to predict the movement on an indoor setting is to follow

the shape of the environment. Here, we propose a geodes-

ic motion model for achieving such requirement.

Φ(q)Consider  a  monotonic  wavefront  commenced

q0
T

q ∈ P

from a source point  which moves across the configura-

tion,  the  travel  time  of  the  wavefront  in  every  point

 can be calculated by

Φ(q) ≃ |∇T (q)| = 1

ζ (q)

Φ(q0) = 0 (28)

ζ(q)where  denotes  a  velocity  function for  specifying the

speed of the wavefront. This problem is widely known as

Eikonal equation problem. According to [30], (28) can be

approximated by the first order finite difference scheme

(
T (q)− T1

∆x

)2

+

(
T (q)− T2

∆y

)2

=
1

ζ (q)2
(29)

where

T1 = min (T (qx+1,y), T (qx−1,y))

T2 = min (T (qx,y+1), T (qx,y−1)) (30)

∆x ∆y

q qx+1,y

q

where  and  respectively represent the difference of

 along x-axis  and y-axis,  while  is  the  right  side

neighbor of  along x-axis in Cartesian coordinate.

Numerical solution of (29) is given by

Φ(q) ≃ T (q) =


T1 +

1

ζ(q)
, for T2 ≥ T ≥ T1

T2 +
1

ζ(q)
, for T1 ≥ T ≥ T2

Ω(T1, T2, ζ(q)), for T ≥ max (T1, T2)
(31)

Ω(T1, T2, ζ(q))where  denotes a quadratic solution2 of (29).

We define  the  velocity  model  for  both the  robot  and

the target person, as follows:

D

φr

1) The robot is expected to safely move within the en-

vironment.  To achieve it,  the distance map  in (15) is

utilized  as  the  velocity  function  and  normalized  to  the

maximum speed of the robot ,

ζr(q) = φr
D(q)
∥D(q)∥ . (32)

It  implies  the  robot  is  given  a  higher  velocity  at  the

location farther from obstacles (see Fig. 7 (a)).

φh

D C
q ∈ P

2)  For  the  target,  the  current  target  velocity  is

taken into  account  by  using  velocity  cone  model  com-

bined  with  the  distance  map .  Let  be  the  cone  area

which consists of all points  satisfying

C =
{
∀q|q ∈ P ∧

(
∠q ≤ ∠φ⃗h ±

π

3

)}
(33)

∠φ⃗h φhwhere  denotes  the  orientation  of .  Subsequently,

ax 2 + bx + c = 0
¡b§

p
b2 ¡ 4ac
2a

2The  quadratic  solution  means  a  quadratic  equation

 has the solution .
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ζCthe velocity function of the cone area  is given by

ζC(q) =


φh, for q ∈ C
ε, for q /∈ C ∧ q ∈ P
0, otherwise

(34)

ε ζC Dwhere  is  a  small  constant,  and  are  then  merged

using Hadamard product to obtain the velocity model for

the target person.

ζh(q) = ζC(q) ◦
(
D(q)
∥D(q)∥

)
. (35)

Fig. 7(b) shows that the travel time of the target per-

son follows the shape of the environment.

ζ(q)

Φr(q)

Φh(q)

By  substituting  (32)  and  (35)  into  in  (29),  the

geodesic model of the travel time for the robot  and

the target person  are then acquired.

6   Planning the robot action over
viewpoints

In  this  section,  we  present  the  planning  method  for

solving  the  minimization  problem  in  (9)–(14).  By

Definition 3,  the planning action can also be interpreted

as  the  problem of  finding  the  optimal  time  and location

for the robot to move, while intercepting the possibility of

losing the  target  visibility.  Either  way,  the  robot  is  pre-

ferred to be idle.

Φr(q) Φh(q)

τhi

gi ∈ G τrj
vj ∈ V Vopt gi

τhi > τrj

Φ(q)

Φ(q)

One may wonder whether using the travel time fields

 and  is sufficient to directly discover the solu-

tion of the above optimal time problem. Let  be the es-

timated time for the target person to reach the escaping

gap ,  and  be  the  time for  the  robot  to  reach a

viewpoint  (precisely, ) covering . As long as

, the target person does not seem to leave the ro-

bot visibility while the robot is staying idle. Yet, the time

values offered by  are deterministic and does not con-

sider  the  uncertainty  of  both  the  robot  and  the  target

person future states. Here a particle-based motion model

over  the  travel  time  field  is  proposed  to  solve  the

problem.

6.1   Representing future states as particles

As previously described, instead of using a linear mo-

ψh
i : [qh0 , gi] 7→ Rm

gi ∈ G
Φh(q)

ψr
j : [qr0 , vj ] 7→ Rm

vj ∈ V Φr(q)

tion model  for  predicting the future states,  we employ a

geodesic  motion  model  which  is  more  representative  for

an  indoor  problem  setting.  Let  be  a

continuous curve describing the path of the target person

towards  each  escaping  gap . These  paths  are  ob-

tained by performing gradient descent search over .

The  same  definition  is  applied  to ,

which  represents  the  path  of  the  robot  towards  each

viewpoint , using .

ψh
i ψr

j qh,1:N
t = {qh,1t , qh,2t , · · · , qh,Nt }

qh
t

t N
qr
t

ψh
i

{qh
k , q

h
k+1, · · · } k ∈ {0,∆t, 2∆t, · · · ,

τhi } ∆t

ψr
j {qr

k, q
r
k+1, · · · } k ∈ {0,∆t, · · · ,

τrj }

Distributions  of  the  future  state  trajectories  of  both

the  robot  and  the  target  person  are  then  approximated

using  particles,  respectively  corresponding  to  each  path

 and .  Consider  or

simply  write  as particles,  which  probabilistically  de-

scribe the target  person state  at  time ,  where  is  the

number of particles. In addition, let  be the particles of

the robot. The path  is subsequently parameterized by

a set of particles , where 

 and  is time step. Accordingly, the path for the ro-

bot  is described by  with 

.

For each path, we then propagate the particles as fol-

lows:

qh
k+1 = qh

k + diag((q̂ht − qh
k)I) +wh

qr
k+1 = qr

k + diag((q̂rt − qr
k)I) +wr

q̂ht ∼ qh(k+1)∆t ∈ ψh
i

q̂rt ∼ qr(k+1)∆t ∈ ψr
j (36)

qh
k qh

k q̂ht
ψh

i ∆t

qh
k wh

diag(·) I

{qr
k, q̂

r
t ,wr}

where  represents  the  mean  of  each  particle , 

represents  the  point  in  the  path  which  has 

difference with ,  describes the uncertainty, function

 returns a vector of matrix's diagonal, and  is an

identity  matrix.  Therefore,  notations  follow

the  similar  descriptions,  except  they  are  now  meant  for

the robot.

u

The physical meaning of (36) is that the particles for

the target person try to follow the shape of the environ-

ment  as  pointed  out  by  (35).  While  for  the  robot,  the

particle  sequences  mean  the  robot  is  controlled  towards

the  viewpoint  using  the  speed  suggested  by  the  velocity

function in (32).  It  is  basically the approximation of the

robot control  described in (4). Fig. 8 shows the particle

representations of the future states.

6.2   Action plan based on chance con-
straint bound

In  a  greedy  fashion,  estimating  the  optimal  time  for

the robot to start  moving can be done by evaluating all

possible  combinations  of  the  target  and  robot  particles,

the  escaping  gaps,  and  the  viewpoints  over  time.  It

should  be  done  while  ensuring  the  visibility  towards  the

target person during the movement for each state of the

robot and target person.

 

(a) (b)
 
Fig. 7     The travel time map of the robot (a) and the target (b).
The black circle represents the robot′s current position. The blue
circle  with  line  denotes  the  target  position  and  its  predicted
movement.
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λ

λ

Let  be  time  delay  for  the  robot  to  start  moving

from the current state. We expect to maximize  for re-

ducing the robot movement,

max λ, λ = {0, · · · , τhi − τrj } (37)

s.t. qh
k ∈ V(qr

k) (38)

∀qh
k+λ ∈ ψh

i , ∀qr
k ∈ ψr

j (39)

ψh
i : [qh0 , gi] 7→ Rm, ψr

j : [qr0 , vj ] 7→ Rm (40)

∀gi ∈ G, ∀vj ∈ V. (41)

k + λ

λ

k = 0 λ λ

τhi − τrj τhi < τrj

Equation  (39)  means  the  robot  movement  is  delayed

until  time  (i.e.,  the  target  person  has  already

moved  for  unit  time  when  the  robot  just  starts  to

move, ) for all possible . The maximum value of 

is  since  for , the  target  person will  obvi-

ously leave the robot visibility.  Calculating the visibility

of the target person for each possible robot state in (38)

is costly and becomes the burden for running the optimiz-

ation in real time.

Instead of  relying  on  the  above  greedy  search  to  de-

termine  the  optimal  time  to  move,  here  we  propose  a

technique  to  reduce  the  computational  efforts,  based  on

Theorem 1.

qh
1:τ

qh
τ ∈ V(qr

0)

Theorem 1. The visibility of  all  states of  the target

person  in  a  trajectory  is  guaranteed,  as  long  as

.

qh
1:τ P

qh
τ

Proof. The proof is straightforward. By Definition 3,

 is bounded by . Since the trajectory is monotonic-

ally increasing by means of the geodesic model, visibility

of  the last  state  also implies  the visibility of  the rest

states.   □

By the  fact  that  our  proposed  algorithm runs  iterat-

ively, instead of finding the optimal time for the robot to

move in the future, we are more interested in examining

whether it  grants the visibility guarantee by stopping at

the current state.  By Theorem 1, such guarantee can be

qh
τi,j

vj

gi

acquired  by  evaluating  the  visibility  of  (the  target

person  state  when  the  robot  reaches  the  viewpoint ,

while  the  target  is  predicted  to  go  to ).  It  implies  the

target should  be  still  visible  by  the  time  the  robot  ar-

rives at the viewpoint.

To  correspond  with  the  nature  of  the  particle  usage

(i.e.,  uncertainty),  we  accordingly  propose  utilization  of

chance constraint,  which  is  widely  used  in  optimal  con-

trol  and  obstacle  collision  assessment  (e.g.,  [31, 32]),  for

verifying bound of the visibility.

Theorem  2. Probability  of  keeping  the  visibility  of

the  target  person  is  designated  by  chance  constraint

bound

Pr(qh
τi,j ̸∈ V(qr

0)) ≤ γ (42)

and it can be approximated using particles

(
1

N

N∑
n=1

qh,nτi,j ̸∈ V(qr0)

)
≤ γ. (43)

h(qh
τi,j , q

r
0) =

(
qh
τi,j ̸∈ V(qr

0)
)Proof. We  can  write  the  expectation  of  event

,  which  is  the  left-hand side

of (42), as

E[h(qh
τi,j , q

r
0)] =

∫∫
h(qhτi,j , q

r
0)f(q

h
τi,j )f(q

r
0)dqhτi,j dqr0

(44)

f(qhτi,j ) f(qr0)

qh
τi,j qr

0

where  and  respectively  represent  the

probability  density  function  of  and .  Since  this

integral is difficult to be evaluated in a closed form, it is

approximated as

E[h(qh
τi,j , q

r
0)] ≈

1

N2

N∑
n=1

N∑
n=1

h(qh,nτi,j , q
r,n
0 ). (45)

qr
0

By assuming  a  small  uncertainty  for  the  current  ro-

bot state , we can approximate its mean as

qr
0 ≈ qr0 =

1

N

N∑
n=1

qr,n0 . (46)

h(qh
τi,j , q

r
0) ≈ h(qh

τi,j , q
r
0)Hence,  the  event . Sub-

sequently, the left-hand side of (43) is proved.  □

τi,j

γ

u∗
t

Equation  (42)  means  the  target  person  state  at  time

 is  permissible  to  be  outside  the  robot  visibility  with

probability at most , to be called “visible target”. Using

Theorem 2, the optimal action  for the robot is then se-

lected as

u∗
t =

{
0, for χ = 1

arg minuϕ(u, v, g), otherwise (47)

 

Robot Viewpoint

Person

 
Fig. 8     Particle  illustration  for  the  future  states  of  the  robot
(blue)  and  the  target  person  (red). The  yellow  line  forms  the
robot  visibility  polygon. The  red  ellipse  denotes  the  predicted
states of the target which violates the robot visibility.
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where

χ =
∧

∀gi∈G,∀vj∈V

Pr(qh
τi,j ̸∈ V(qr

0)) ≤ γ (48)

and

ϕ(u, v, g) ≃ f(u, ϵ) : [qr
0 , v] 7→ Rm

{∀v ∈ V|g ∈ V(v)}
{∀g ∈ G|Pr(qh

τi,j ̸∈ V(qr
0)) > γ}. (49)

f(u, ϵ)

Equation (45) means the robot is “safe” to stop at the

current position when all visibility bounds towards the es-

caping gaps are not violated by the predicted movement

of  the target person.  Either way, the robot should move

to the viewpoint which covers the violated escaping gap.

In case the robot faces several violated escaping gaps, the

argument  minimum  over  (46)  suggests  the  robot  to

choose the  viewpoint  which  covers  the  most  critical  es-

caping  gap  and  gives  the  minimum  effort  to ex-

ecute the trajectory towards it.

6.3   Further consideration for the chosen
action

Up to now, we have determined the bound for the ro-

bot to safely keep the target person visibility by staying

at the  current  state.  Let  us  consider  another  case,  illus-

trated by Fig. 9. Fig. 9 depicts that according to the cur-

rent  calculation (remember that  our algorithm was done

iteratively),  the  robot  is  suggested  “safe”  to  stay  at  the

current position. However, moving to the viewpoint may

have a benefit to make the robot hold the visibility for a

longer time,  since the future escaping gap will  disappear

(or, shifted to a farther place). Here, an additional rule is

incorporated into  the  optimization  to  let  the  robot  ex-

ecute the optimal action.

∥gftr∥
qr
τr
j

vj

qh
τr
j

The rule basically examines distance of the nearest es-

caping gaps  created by the future states of the ro-

bot  (when  the  robot  reaches  the  viewpoint ) to-

wards  the  predicted  target  state  at  the  same  time  step

(i.e., ). Equation (44) is then slightly modified as

u∗
t =



0, for χ = 1 &&
∥gftr∥ − ∥gnow∥ ≤ η

f(u, ϵ) : [qr
0 , v

∗] 7→ Rm, for χ = 1 &&
∥gftr∥ − ∥gnow∥ > η

arg min
u
ϕ(u, v, g), otherwise

(50)

∥gnow∥

v∗

η

where  denotes  the  distance  between  the  target

person and the nearest escaping gap for the current time,

 represents  the  viewpoint  leading  to  the  condition

described in Fig. 9, and  is a distance threshold.

The selected action drawn from (47) is deemed as the

planning result. It is then sent as a set of waypoints to a

local motion planner[16] to be executed.

7   Experiments and results

The implementation  of  our  movement  planning  al-

gorithm  for  the  guard  robot  is  done  on  a  Windows  PC

(Core  i7  2.4 GHz,  16 GB RAM) using  C++ programming

language. The movement planner as well as the support-

ing  algorithms  (e.g.,  robot  controller,  localization,  local

planner, etc.) are implemented in a distributed manner as

RT-components,  which  are  software  modules  running  on

robot  technology  (RT)-middleware[33] environment. Mo-

bile robot programming toolkit (MRPT) library[34] is also

used mainly for  visualization purposes.  The proposed al-

gorithm's feasibility  is  then  evaluated  by  both  simula-

tions and  the  real  experiments.  We  also  provide  a  com-

parison with the person following algorithm to clearly cer-

tify the benefit of our movement planner.

For  both  simulations  and  the  real  experiments,  our

movement planner runs in two stages: off-line and on-line

stages.  In  the  off-line  stage,  the  map  data  is  acquired

from  a  simultaneous  localization  and  mapping  (SLAM)

algorithm[35].  We  then  retrieve  viewpoints  from the  map

using the algorithm mentioned in Section 4. These view-

points are subsequently utilized to make a global plan for

the robot in the on-line stage. The action yielded by the

global  plan  is  accordingly  executed  by  a  local  motion

planner ([16, 36]).

7.1   Simulations using a realistic 3D simu-
lator

A Linux PC (Core i5, 2.1 GHz) is utilized for running

the 3D simulator[37] and interconnected to the movement

planner  through  a  socket  communication[38].  All  sensor

data such as laser range measurement and the robot odo-

metry are simulated and taken from the simulator, resem-

bling the real condition. For the target person, we simu-

late and administer a predefined path for a human object,

such  that  it  will  move  continuously  and  independently

around the simulated environment.

We arrange  two  different  environments  for  conduct-

ing simulations. The first map imitates the real first floor

of  information  and  communication  technology  (ICT)

 

Robot Person

Viewpoint

Escaping gap

?

 
Fig. 9     A  case  when  moving  the  robot  may  be  better  than
keeping it idle
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building  at  our  university  (see Fig. 10(a))  with  a  slight

modification. The second map represents a more challen-

ging  environment  where  it  has  several  rooms  and  holes

(see Fig. 10(b)). Table 1 displays parameter settings used

in the simulations. Those parameters are chosen empiric-

ally  by  considering  limitation  of  the  robot  speed  and

maneuverability, and  the  computing  power  of  the  pro-

cessor.

Fig. 11 shows the  viewpoints  obtained  by  our  view-

point  extractor.  The  viewpoints  mainly  reside  at  the

middle of a room, or at the intersections connecting sev-

eral  corridors.  It  justifies  our  assumptions  in  Section  4,

declaring such places are suitable for the robot to have a

wide visibility for a longer time.

The  simulation  results  are  then  exhibited  by Figs. 12

and 13,  respectively  for  the  environments  A and  B.  For

each figure,  the  top  row  represents  the  movement  plan-

ning  results  and  the  bottom  row  shows  its  associated

states  in  the  3D  simulator.  When  the  target  person  is

predicted  to  go  through  the  escaping  gaps  (e.g.,

Figs. 12(a), 12(c) and 13(a)–13(c)), our algorithm makes a

plan for the robot to move towards the viewpoint which

covers  those  escaping  gaps.  In Figs. 12(b), 12(d) and

13(d),  when the target person enters a “dead end” area,

instead of following closely behind the target person, the

robot is  staying  near  the  viewpoint  to  observe  it.  It  im-

plies our  movement  planner  is  able  to  predict  the  situ-

 

Table 1    Parameter settings

Parameters Value

Person velocity 0.8 m/s

Robot max velocity 0.7 m/s

Simulation length

    Environment A 1 504 steps

    Environment B 473 steps

Time step 0.25 s

N  (number of particles) 50

γ (see (42)) 0.05

η (see (47)) 5.0
 

 

(a) (b)
 
Fig. 10     Environment used for simulations: (a) The first floor of
ICT  (information  and  communication  technology)  building
(environment A); (b) Generic complex map (environment B).
 

 

(a) (b)
 
Fig. 11     Viewpoints  obtained  by  the  viewpoint  extractor,
shown by cyan cones, in: (a) environment A; (b) environment B.
 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 12     Executing movement  planner  on  environment A. Top  row  shows  the movement  planning  results.  Bottom  row  shows  its
corresponding states on the 3D simulator. For the top row  figures, the green cylinder with arrow represents the target person and  its
moving  direction. The  jetmap  (colored  cost map)  represents  the  predicted  future movement  of  the  person. Cyan  cones  denote  the
viewpoints. The black object with a sequence of blue particles represents the robot and  its movement controls. Yellow  lines show the
visibility polygon of the robot.
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ation that the target person will unlikely escape from the

robot  visibility.  It  also  clearly  distinguishes  our  method

from the ordinary person tracking algorithm.

One may wonder that the robot is not staying at the

viewpoint when it is in an idle condition (see Figs. 12(b),

12(d) and 13(d)). It actually justifies the main purpose of

our movement planner, i.e., to reduce the movement. The

robot  does  not  have  to  exactly  “reach”  the  designated

viewpoint as long as it is safe enough to keep the target

person under its visibility. Thanks to the iterative visibil-

ity bound checking given in (44) and (47),  our proposed

method can evaluate and predict the target person states

and the eligibility of the robot to move or to be idle time-

by-time, ensuring the optimality of the planner.

7.2   Comparison with the person following
algorithm

To get  a  picture  about  the  effectiveness  of  the  robot

movement,  we  compare  performance  of  our  movement

planner  with  the  ordinary  person  tracking  algorithm  as

described  in  [16],  under  the  condition  that  exactly  the

same path and behavior of the target person are used. Fig. 14

exhibits the recorded velocity profiles of the robot during

runtime  for  both  algorithms.  It  can  be  noted  that  our

movement planner  produces  longer  idle  condition  com-

pared  with  the  person  tracking  algorithm,  indicated  by

longer  zero  velocity.  It  means  the  robot  has  an  effective

movement for  observing  the  target  person,  without  al-

ways  closely  following  him.  In  the  environment  B,  the

condition is not much idle as the one in the environment

A,  since  the  target  person  mainly  moves  along  corridors

rather than any dead end or rooms.

We  then  quantitatively  compare  the  used  energy  for

both movement planning and the ordinary person track-

ing  algorithms,  as  well  as  our  previous  method[24],  using

following metric:

 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 13     Executing movement planner on environment B. Here, the same figure information as in Fig. 12 is applied too
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Fig. 14     Comparison  of  controls yielded by movement planner  and  ordinary person  tracking  algorithm  for:  (a)  environment A,  (b)
environment B.
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Energy =

T∑
t=0

(ut)
2 (51)

ut Twhere  denotes the control applied to the robot, and 

is total time for one simulation.

From the above metric, we expect to capture the total

movement of the robot. Table 2 displays the average en-

ergy  for  each  algorithm  after  five  simulations.  It  clearly

shows the benefit of our proposed algorithm which is able

to reduce the movement and leads to the energy saving.

Our proposed  algorithm  also  has  a  slightly  better  per-

formance compared with our previous approach.

7.3   Experiments on a real environment

Finally,  we  evaluate  performance  of  the  proposed

guard robot algorithm using the real robot in a real envir-

onment. A Pioneer 3DX robot equipped with laser range

sensors, a camera, and a laptop PC are used. The laptop

PC  is  basically  utilized  for  acquiring  the  sensor  data,

sending  commands  to  the  robot,  and  distributing  the

workload.  It  is  then  connected  to  the  main  PC  running

the movement planning algorithm through the same com-

munication manner as the one in simulations.  The para-

meter  setting  is  also  the  same  as  the  simulation,  except

for the person velocity which depends on the tracker. For

obtaining  the  target  person  data,  an  image-based[39] and

laser-based person tracker were used.

We carry  out  the  experiment  at  ICT building  of  our

university,  which  is  exactly  the  same  as  the  simulation

with  environment  A  described  in  Section  7.1,  but  now

with the real robot. Fig. 15(a) exhibits the obtained map

of  the  building.  As  shown  in Fig. 15(d),  the  robot  only

needs to “stay” while observing the target person, since it

is predicted not to leave the robot visibility. This behavi-

or  of  the  robot  is  also  confirmed  by  the  velocity  profile

given in Fig. 16, where the robot does not always move to

closely follow the target. The ability to keep the view to-

wards  the  target  person  is  then  proved  by  the  bottom

row of Fig. 15.  This  experiment  result  also  demonstrates

the feasibility of our algorithm to be used in real-time.

8   Conclusions

We have  described  a  novel  movement  planning  al-

gorithm  for  the  guard  robot  using  particle  model-based

planning approach. We utilize the topology of the envir-

onment  to  make  an  effective  movement  of  the  robot.  A

geodesic motion model is also used for predicting both the

robot  and  the  target  person  movement.  Simulation  and

experiment results show that the proposed algorithm can

reduce the movement of the robot, thereby saving energy

used by the robot.

The  current  implementation  does  not  consider  any

partial occlusion by a smaller object. It may happen that

the  target  person  is  actually  visible  from the  robot,  but

the planner assumes it is occluded due to these objects. It

then  may  deviate  the  results  of  the  movement  planner.

Such problem should be tackled in the future. Other pos-

sible interesting future researches will be the implementa-

tion for outdoor problem cases, and the use of unmanned

aerial vehicle which has more degrees of freedom to freely

observe the target person.

 

Table 2    Comparison of energy used by the robot (lower is
better)

Proposed viewpoint
planner

Person tracking
algorithm

Previous
approach[24]

Environment A 205.53 592.91 220.73

Environment B 130.06 166.96 135.15
 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 15     Executing movement planner on the real environment. Top row shows the planning results on the map. Bottom row shows the
target person view from the robot, associated with the plan on the top row.
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